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Tell It Again! Flip Book Introduction

This Tell It Again! Flip Book contains images that accompany the Tell It Again! Read-Aloud Anthology for The Ancient Greek Civilization. The images are in sequential order. Each image is identified by its lesson number, read-aloud letter (A or B), and the number of the image within the particular read-aloud. For example, the first image in Read-Aloud 1A is numbered 1A-1. Once you have worked your way through the book to the last page, you will flip the entire book over to view the second half of the images.

Depending on your classroom configuration, you may need to have students sit closer to the flip book in order to see the images clearly.
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Tell It Again! Multiple Meaning Word Posters

The poster(s) in this Tell It Again! Flip Book may be cut out and displayed on the classroom wall for the duration of the domain.
Rugged (Poster 1M)

1. having a rough, uneven surface (adjective)
2. very difficult and rough conditions (adjective)
3. made to be strong and tough (adjective)
Race (Poster 2M)

1. a contest of speed (*noun*)
2. a group of people who share the same history, language, culture, etc. (*noun*)
3. to act or move fast (*verb*)
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Camp (Poster 3M)
1. a place for soldiers to train and live (noun)
2. site where care and activities are provided for children in the summer (noun)
3. to spend the night in a tent for fun (verb)
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Channel (Poster 4M)

1. a narrow body of water, like a small river (noun)
2. a television station and its programs (noun)
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gathered as planned for breakfast, sitting under the harvest trees. The sun was still early in the morning, the sun already spiced with the scent of ripe pears, and the gentle breeze was spiced with the scent of ripe garlic. But overpowered by the rich aroma of freshly ground

position on the deck, the women could watch through the portholes as the deep blue waves rolled and sparkled light danced off the deep blue waves rolling into the island, and canoes full of happy passengers and laughing with delight danced off the island to their eager little hands.

Mandy was giggling as she related how she had

I do not know how many doors I

do not know how many doors I
Proof (Poster 5M)

1. evidence (noun)
2. to proofread for mistakes in writing (verb)
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1. to train a wild animal to listen to humans (verb)
2. gentle and obedient (adjective)